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Early Childhood Education and Care 
professional experience 

IEDU0001 ősz, tavasz óvó

 The foundation of Finnish early years education and care
• The curriculum and its influence on everyday life
• Educator’s roles and pedagogy in ECEC
• Principles of constructing the learning environment
• Co-operation with parents
• Children’s daily activities

The comparative essay on the ECEC 
professional experience

IEDU0002 ősz, tavasz óvó
• Familiarization with the academic literature
• Structuring the topic of the student’s choice
• Writing a small empirical study that is based on the student’s professional experience

Primary school professional experience IEDU0003 ősz, tavasz tanító

• The foundation of Finnish primary school education
• The curriculum and its influence on everyday life
• Teacher’s roles and pedagogy in the school;- Principles of constructing the learning environment
• Co-operation with parents
• Children’s daily activities

The comparative essay on the primary 
school professional experience

IEDU0004 ősz, tavasz tanító
• Familiarization with the academic literature
• Structuring the topic of the student’s choice
• Writing a small empirical study that is based on the student’s professional experience

Special and Inclusive Education 
(school experience)

IEDU0005 tavasz tanító
To familiarize international students with the Finnish system of special and inclusive education. After course completion students should be able to 
demonstrate knowledge about similarities and differences regarding the Finnish and students’ native system with reference to special and inclusive 
education.

Inkluzív nevelés TT17NA06A12 tanító nem V

Angol mint idegen nyelv az osztálytermi gyakorlatban 
I. 

TT17NA01MT19 tanító igen VII

Angol tantárgypedagógia az 
osztálytermi gyakorlatban

TT22NA01MT16 tanító igen VIII

 Angol mint idegen nyelv tantárgy pedagógia alapjai TT17NA01MT15 tanító igen V

Finnish System of Education IEDU0011 tanító, óvó
Students will be familiarized with the Finnish system of education in general and some aspects of special education, early years education, adult education 
and media education in particular. They will carry out a comparative study focusing on the Finnish and the students´ native systems and possible 
professional applications

English: Observation Period Leading to 
the Teaching Experience

IEDU0012 tanító

This component provides a lead-in to teaching. It includes guided observation of 10 or 20 English lessons and completion of set tasks related to the 
observation. Students will be familiarized with teaching English on primary level in the Finnish context. They will understand and follow a structure of a 
foreign language lesson with focus on what promotes language learning in a primary classroom and what motivates pupils. The Observation Period will 
facilitate planning a foreign language lesson using a variety of teaching methods.

English: Teaching Experience IEDU0013 tanító
The Teaching Experience period includes guided lesson planning, preparation of teaching materials, actual teaching, self-evaluation and feedback after 
taught lessons.

English: The Teaching Experience 
Reflective Report (TERR)

IEDU0014 tanító
The Teaching Experience Reflective Report (TERR) is a guided written self-assessment of the Teaching Experience period and should demonstrate how 
students have met their personal and professional goals during teaching

Integrált nyelvi fejlesztés III TT17NA01MT08 tanító igen III

TN01KS03 bármelyik nem
kötelezően 
választható

The course covers in a brief but comprehensive way the major aspects of TEFL. The basics of the following themes and topics will be addressed during 
the course: children vs adults in learning foreign languages; current concepts in language education; different methods and approaches to teaching other 
languages; typical foreign language lesson structures and other types of foreign language lessons; teaching various language skills and areas (the four 
skills: speaking, listening, reading, writing, and grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation), teaching integrated skills; planning: based on CEFR levels, the 
European Language Portfolio, OPS 2016; making a period plan and a lesson plan; planning instructional sequences for the presentation and practice of 
the new language; approaches to correction; motivating young learners; assessment and evaluation: traditional assessment methods (e.g. tests, 
observation), other assessment methods (e.g. projects, the language portfolio, self-assessment, profiling); ICT in foreign language teaching; evaluating 
coursebook packages (CBPs) as teaching materials; classroom management.

tanító, óvótavaszIEDU0008 
Teaching English as a foreign 
language

CLIL for primary teachers LKAS2201 tanító
CLIL compared with other FL-mediated approaches; CLIL benefits and challenges; connecting language and content; language and fluency practice; 
organizational language of CLIL classroom management and instruction; CLIL lesson planning and scaffolding; adapting authentic materials and subject-
specific materials to CLIL; designing and producing CLIL teaching materials for various subjects taught at primary level; assessment in CLIL A kétnyelvűség elmélete és gyakorlata
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TT22NA01MT11 tanító igen III

TT17NA01MT18 VI

TT22NA01MT10 VII

Idegen nyelv pedagógus-jelölteknek I (angol) KBN01KV01 bármelyik nem
kötelezően 
választható

TT17NA01MT20 VII

TT22NA01MT05 V

TEFL materials as key tools in 
language learning

LAER0343

communicative theories reflected in teaching materials
-- principles of designing and adapting TEFL materials
-- introduction to the main communicative techniques: information gap (describe and draw, spot the difference, jigsaw), role play / simulation, interviews, 
debates, surveys; trying out and critically evaluating examples of these techniques
-- creating or adapting samples of communicative materials and testing with a small group of peers , followed by reflection and evaluation of the materials
-- planning, producing and executing teaching materials based on authentic sources
-- planning, producing and executing ICT-based materials (apps, learning platforms and environments, bee-bots, Scratch)
-- designing and presenting a TEFL age and curriculum appropriate project

Writing for academic and professional 
purposes

LAER0344

the first part of the course:
-- analysis of selected types of texts and guidelines for writing them (e.g. comparative essays argumentative essays, reaction essays, summaries)
-- formal and informal writing style
-- selected aspects of rhetoric and etymology, cultural aspects in writing
-- how cohesion markers help clarify expression of ideas and guide a reader through one’s writing
-- how to improve sentence structure and organize information according to a genre
-- exercises extending vocabulary range
-- general punctuation principles

Mondattan TT17NA01MT13 tanító igen V

Angol mint idegen nyelv tantárgy pedagógiája az 
osztálytermi gyakorlatban I

TT17NA01MT19 tanító igen VI

Angol tantárgypedagógia az 
osztálytermi gyakorlatban

TT22NA01MT16 tanító igen VIII

Bevezetés az angol mint idegen nyelv 
tantárgy-pedagógiájába

TT17NA01MT12 tanító igen IV

 Angol mint idegen nyelv tantárgy pedagógiája I TT22NA01MT12 tanító igen IV

a brief overview of brain plasticity and brain development at ages (6)/ 7 -8 and application to FL learning at that age
-- current theories and approaches to foreign language teaching, teaching different aspects of language and culture as applied to young learners, activities 
and practical ideas suitable for young children, supporting speaking and interaction
-- enhancing confidence and motivation in young FL learners
-- creating language-rich classroom environment conducive to FL learning at that age
-- promoting children’s creativity and imagination
-- creating natural and holistic environment for FL learning at that age, applying cross-disciplinarity
-- age-appropriate methods and techniques for introducing / meeting new language and establishing new language (practice, recycling), including ICT
-- differentiation and special needs pupils at that age, implications for FL learning
-- assessment of young learners (e.g. the European Language Portfolio)
-- evaluating course book packages (CBPs); books and accompanying materials (e.g. digi materials) in grades 1-2. For example, Come with Me 1, Come 
with Me 2 (SanomaPro), High Five 1-2 (Otava)
-- microteaching English for pupils in grades 1-2

LAER0345
Early English language teaching in 
grades 1-2 

Országismereti beszédgyakorlat

Angol nyelvű irodalmi beszédgyakorlat I

tanító igen

igentanító

The course will cover the following areas:
-- highlights of history of the core Anglosphere countries including four countries making up the United Kingdom (England, Scotland, Wales, Northern 
Ireland), for example the British Empire and the Commonwealth, Colonial America
-- national identities, literature, religion, education, music, art, media
-- selected social and political issues, for example racial and ethnic issues, political parties
-- language(s), customs and traditions related to English and its selected global varieties, e.g. British, American, Australian, Canadian English; English as a 
lingua franca
-- a brief history of the English language – its origins and how it became a global language.

LAER0342
Introduction to Anglosphere studies: 
language, cultures and societies 

The course content expands on concepts and issues covered in the foundation course. It provides theoretical framework to language learning.
-- Language acquisition theories and teaching methodologies.
-- Innovation in language learning and teaching.
-- Cognitive neuroscience perspectives on foreign language education.
-- Teaching various language skills and areas: vocabulary, reading, writing, speaking, listening, pronunciation, grammar and structures.

Oral communication and speech 
production

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

specific materials to CLIL; designing and producing CLIL teaching materials for various subjects taught at primary level; assessment in CLIL A kétnyelvűség elmélete és gyakorlata

Essentials of the English phonetics and phonology, International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) for English
and transcripion. Communicative activities, discussions, presentations on topics related to English as
a Foreign Language (EFL), teaching EFL, culture, and education.

őszLAER0341



 Angol mint idegen nyelv tantárgy pedagógia alapjai TT17NA01MT15 tanító igen V

 Angol mint idegen nyelv tantárgy pedagógiája III. TT22NA01MT14 tanító igen VI

-- Teaching various language skills and areas: vocabulary, reading, writing, speaking, listening, pronunciation, grammar and structures.
-- ICT in the primary language teaching and learning.
-- Motivating young learners to learn English.
-- Cultural issues in the primary classroom.
-- Assessment methods including the European Language Portfolio (ELP).
-- Strategies for reading expository academic texts and preparing presentations, the meta-language of presentations

LAER0346English Didactics Seminar


